Even though most of us have had our Summer holidays, some may be feeling
overwhelm creep into our lives already. Overwhelm brings with it a sense of
urgency that can sometimes make us think that if we do more – the more we get
done.
This isn’t the case. Overwhelm does not make us more productive.
If you have a challenging situation, take a look at our mini-module for tips on
dealing with overwhelm. We look at what is within your control and ways to deal
with the things that are out of your control.
You can share this module with your teams via email, text, social media or
make it available on your intranet.
https://v2.chameleoncreator.com/preview/eap/overwhelm-at-work

The link will be valid until June 2022.

In the news: Ban on conversion therapy in New Zealand
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Aotearoa New Zealand is celebrating the passing of a new law banning
conversion therapy.
Ash Mathur (He/They), Health Psychologist, rainbow community advocate
and facilitator shares with us his thoughts on the passing of this recent
law:
There’s good news for the rainbow community. It’s now illegal to practice
conversion therapy in Aotearoa.
Conversion therapy is any emotional or physical therapy used to “cure”, “repair”
or “suppress” a person’s attraction to the same sex, or their gender identity and
expression. These practices are based on the idea that being an LGBTQIA+
person is wrong.
Conversion therapy aims to shame and suppress natural expressions of identity
and love. It’s unnecessary, it doesn’t work, and it causes harm (see this
statement from the NZ Psychological Society for more information).
This still leaves a lot of genuine, caring people and their whānau struggling with
gender and sexuality, particularly when this goes against their personal or
community values.
Everyone deserves support to find their identity, and to find love on their terms.
What we can all do is build our own understanding based on good information,
notice our own thoughts and values about rainbow people, and meet people
with respect and empathy.
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Ash Mathur is a Health Psychologist for Habit Health who provides training and
support related to the rainbow community to employees and family menbers.
Ash is part of the Habit Health Rainbow Allies Network and the Diversity and
Inclusion Committee. EAP Services is offering Ash Mathur’s new eLearning
module and webinar called ‘Understanding the Rainbow Community’ as one of
our latest Learning Services offerings to groups. This Offering is aimed at
creating awareness and understanding for rainbow communities in the
workplace.
Contact EAP Services Learning Services if you would like to offer this
course to your organisation.

Career Services

Did you know that EAP Services offers a range of customised career
programmes to enhance employee retention and productivity?
Our Career Services team are here to help when it comes to supporting
employees through any type of career transition so that each employee reaches
optimum job satisfaction within your organisation.
We can provide the knowledge needed to make strategic career decisions such
as identifying occupational interests, key skills and pathways for career
development.
Programmes also include:





Restructure support
Career management and career direction
CV development
Managing the job search process
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Networking and job search strategies
Interview techniques.

Contact EAP Services on 0800 327 669 for more information.

Dealing skilfully with challenges caused by our current
environment
At EAP Services we believe that challenges and differences should be talked
about whether it be mandates, Covid, war, or any other personal differences
between members of the same community.
One of our newest offerings addresses factors contributing to emotional
dynamics among staff at work. We all experience a sense of loss of control over
important decisions.
While these factors are well known for dividing people, our Facilitator talks about
how to have respectful conversations to bring people together, which include
active listening skills, the role that empathy plays in these conversations, and
figuring out what is in your realm of control and what is not.
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Contact us if you feel your employees could benefit from a session to talk about
Mandates and Covid challenges.
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